
These festivals were possible because of the Armed Forces of Ukraine. 

Glory to heroes and heroines!



Svitanok
2022

Svitanok — dawn in Ukrainian. 
 
Nomadic festival that brings progressive Ukrainian culture and 
connects it with local cultural institutions and artists. 
At least one performance is always created for the festival, 
where Ukrainian and local artists are commissioned to 
improvise or prepare a project in advance. With such a 
programming approach, we strive to promote Ukrainian culture 
and create a sustainable connection between artists and 
institutions of the two countries.

We hope the festival will help discover a progressive Ukrainian 
culture, new names, and aesthetics, not marginalized to 
folklore. That our voice will become louder and the story clear 
for foreigners. And for those, who happen to be temporarily 
displaced, it will provide relief by giving a message from home 
and hope that the darkest time is before the dawn.
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San Jose Winter Fest: 
Counterpoint with Ukraine
February 16 — March 4, San Jose, CA, US 

Collaboration of Am I Jazz? festival and San Jose Jazz on a 
multidisciplinary program focusing on the interdependency and 
celebration of cultures and experiences. 

The program includes new works and brand-new collaborations 
between Ukrainian and American artists; 'Magura,' a dance 
performance by Alina Sokulska; Ukrainian film program; and an 
exhibition of Lesia Khomenko's "Undefined Figures."

Through music, art, dance, and film, we display sacred practices of 
ancient culture, intimate and fragile instants, love, dreams, aspirations 
— pieces of our life worth fighting for. Men in pixel uniforms—the 
Armed Forces of Ukraine—protecting these and making it possible to 
create the festival.
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o.bekenshtein@gmail.com

Thank you!    


